
Raahgiri Day- Freedom on the streets
Raahgiri Day is India’s first car-free resident activity that started in Gurgaon on Nov 17, 2013. The
development was considered and is trademarked with the Raahgiri Foundation, comprising of local
inhabitants from five associations- I Am Gurgaon, EMBARQ India, Heritage School Gurgaon, Duplays
Gurgaon, Pedalyatri. It was not long from there on that this was organised as a weekly event – that
closes paths to automobiles for the purpose of conservative and element transport, arrived on the
planet’s second greatest city, New Delhi. The NDMC together with the New Delhi Police Office
drove the recreation center in encouraging auto free Sundays in the inner circle of New Delhi’s
Connaught Put each  clash of clans hack  week, beginning thirteenth July 2014. Broadening the
improvement from Gurgaon, color switch hack  masses 800,000 people, to New Delhi, people 22
million, has surely been a monstrous hop, one that exhorts us that reorienting urban regions around
people – not cars – is achievable.

On twelfth July,  2015, this development finished one year in Connaught Place.  Moving from a
turnout of 5000 individuals, on first Raahgiri Day in Connaught  marvel future fight hack  place, to
20,000  individuals  and  extending  to  Dwarka,  Rohini  and  East  Delhi  territories  in  Delhi,  the
development has demonstrated an enormous development. This has likewise begun New Delhi on a
critical way towards fighting air contamination and enhancing general wellbeing, and moved all of
India one stage nearer towards being a model of manageable urban improvement for other rising
economies.

Delhi is fighting air defilement that is more loathsome than Beijing while at the same  clash of clans
hack  time finding that under 5% of women feel safe in the city’s open spaces. Pioneers have been
viably filtering for imaginative ways to deal with exhibit its tenants that it is possible, with open
sponsorship, to make the megacity more liveable. With Raahgiri Day, it shows up the answer has
been found. Walkers play chicken with truck drivers, who avoid SUVs, which serve to keep up a vital
separation from unhurried stray dairy cows. Clearly, there is an astounding nonattendance of rules
and regulations, inciting inestimable fatalities consistently. As a sign of headway, more roads are
being composed for higher speeds and segment line rangers hack of jobs, a slip that coordinators
have made on and on in various spots.

It is clear that there is a need of more open spaces. Instantly, run of the mill Sundays, will no more
be sold out. People rather than feeling detached in perspective of nonappearance of open space will
now have the ability to do things, animating people to leave their shells and into the spotlight of
their gathering.

Where To Spot The Best Stop ForEntertainment News
With the increasing technology & virtualization, automation of things is taking place everywhere. At
present, everyone wants all the facilities at fingertips. The internet has replaced all the conventional
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ways to access the information; hence we quickly look up to web pixel gun 3d hack when in need to
gather information about anything. Unlike before, you need not wait for the newspaper to have a
look on news headlines regarding national & international affairs or regarding your favorite sports
or celebrity. You can access any kind of news on the web anytime. There is a unlimited vast web
space where numerous of websites are present to be accessed to get information.

In today’s world, where everyone is so busy in their professional lives, it is not easy to extract some
time fully subway surfers hack dedicated to go through entertainment news that interests you. To
solve this, you can read news in-between your regular work time by browsing some particular
websites which provide authentic  sources of  news related to any field like politics,  education,
fashion, business, etc. But to choose from the pool of geometry dash hack so many websites might be
difficult for you because of your busy schedule. There is one stop where you can find all news
updates at one go and you will never be ignorant of any important news which shouldn’t be missed.
The EUR/Electronic Urban Report is the internet’s one of big fish casino hack the prime information
sources for urban entertainment, sports, and opinions. When you are restless to know the score of
an ongoing match, the result of beauty contest that took place last night or the places where your
favorite  celebrities  such as  50 Cent,  Prince,  Jay-Z,  Snoop,  LeBron,  Denzel,  Kobe & so on are
holidaying, you can have a sneak peek into the entertainment news anytime. This is not the end;
there  are  updates  available  related to  White  House,  urban/black culture  and a  lot  more.  The
interactive and easy user-interface differentiates the website from the others. You can negotiate
from one news to another very quickly and have access to multiple news at a time. By using this, you
can  hay day hack avoid  being a  victim of  any false  ads  or  spam as  it  provides  a  safe  web
environment which prevents any unsafe elements and keeps your device safe.

There is not only website- you can browse it on any device you posses as mobile phones via using its
compatible apps. With the help of its web apps you can read news even while travelling or doing any
other general work which saves you a lot of time and entertains you quickly. You should not think or
waste time any further and make it the stop to look for any kind of news. With deer hunter 2014
hack EUR/Electronic Urban Report, you will never be outdated of current technologies & affairs. On
a lighter note, there is an additional benefit that you can impress your friends and family by sharing
interesting news pieces before anyone else can.

Gaza Fundraising Charity Dinner
As a show of care and support to Gaza and the unity of Malaysia, Mon Space Group sponsored a
fundraising charity dinner in conjunction with the 1Unity Malaysia castle clash hack  Ambassador
Search Cultural Fusion 2014 (1UMAS).

Held by Ak Marketing, the event was graced and supported by Yang Teramat Mulia Raja Dato’ Seri
Yong Sofia binti Almarhum Sultan Azlan Shah, the youngest daughter of the Sultan of Perak, Sultan
Azlan Shah. The dinner was held on 4 October 2014, at the grand ballroom of Vivatel Hotel. To
celebrate the ethnic diversity and highlight the cultural richness of Malaysia, the event showcased
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performances by various cultures in Malaysia, including Malay, Indian and Dayak traditional dances.
Yang Teramat Mulia Raja Dato’ Seri Yong Sofia binti Almarhum Sultan Azlan Shah also gave a
speech addressing the Gaza crisis, calling for all color switch hack  who were present to show their
support for an important humanitarian cause.

She also applauded the organisers for celebrating Malaysia’s diverse ethnic cultures. I want to take
this opportunity to thank Ak Marketing for giving us the opportunity to give back to the community,
and to stand in solidarity with the people of Gaza who are afflicted by war. According to the UN
Office for the Coordinations of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA), the 2014 Israel-Palestine conflict killed
2205 Palestinians, including at least 1483 civilians. There is also an ongoing need for humanitarian
aid to be sent into the conflict zone. Civilians in Gaza are direly in need of proper sanitation,
nutrition and other basic welfare.

Children are born into a climate of fear and 8 ball pool hack desperation, often suffering from severe
mental trauma and physical malnutrition. Mon Space Group recognises its social responsibilities,
and we felt compelled to be part of the effort in alleviating the suffering of Palestinians. In the words
of Tun Dato’ Seri Dr Mahathir bin Mohamad: silence is not a choice for Gaza. We have the ability to
give to charity, and we will make good use of that. Besides caring for humanitarian crises overseas, I
also strongly believe in supporting local causes, especially one that concerns every single Malaysian.
1UMAS 2014 forwards a strong message of solidarity amidst trying times for Malaysia. To quote the
people from Ak Marketing, the event seeks “to create awareness among our blitz brigade hack
young generation of the spectrum of cultures and religion of Malaysians while bringing their talents
together”.

It was absolutely delightful to see the array of different cultures, costumes and dances of Malaysian
ethnicities, and I felt very proud to call myself a Malaysian. I think events such as fifa16 hack 
1UMAS that seeks to highlight cultural diversity in Malaysia are extremely important: on one hand
they open our eyes to see how diverse we can be in terms of culture, religion, language and customs;
on the other hand it also reminds us that despite all these differences, we are all Malaysians. The
fact is, we do not need to look and think the same way to love each other and be united. In fact,
cultural diversity is something that we feel very proud of and want to preserve. This acceptance is
exactly what makes Malaysia such a great nation.

I want to extend my sincere gratitude to all who attended and donated to charity. Mon Space Group
and I look forward to more opportunities in future to serve those who are in need.

Happy International Women's Day 2016 byDato Seri Jessy Lai
Happy International battle camp hack Women’s Day 2016 to all my female friends, families & women
out there!

This date is particularly important to all the women out there who has made great strides in life and
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has changed the world that we know today – From being a mother, to a useful member of the
society, to the working class women that has made an impact in today’s cultural, political, economic
and social landscapes.

In  the  21st  century,  we  have  seen  a  lot  of  public  figures  pledging  for  gender  parity
(#PledgeForParity),  where  the  influential  leaders  are  known to  promote  equality,  respect  and
fairness in  and out  of  the business  world.  In  Mon Space Asia,  we have always promoted the
equilibrium in everything that we do.

Even centuries ago, through the teachings of Chinese proverbs, we have always been reminded to
gangstar vegas hack  maintain a high degree of integrity and respect for each and every one –
Whether it is to a colleague or a friend, soccer stars hack  a family or a stranger. And sure enough –
Mon Space’s leadership team consists of 60% female from all over Asia – China, Taiwan, Vietnam,
Hong Kong, Indonesia & Korea.

Mon Space’s #PledeForParity goes beyond providing tools, rights or opportunities for all to succeed
in our corporate culture; we go way and beyond the means of an average corporation to provide not
only to the celebrated young working adult but also to children, and less fortunate members of our
Malaysian blitz brigade hack society. Such as the Batu Grace Orphanage in Kulim, Kedah where
Mon Space provides 5-in-a-row terrace houses for the children to stay in, education, support &
enrichment through a range of  support programs. With the commitment and promise that the
children in return, work their way to become professionals & achieve greater heights in their life.

And not to forget – Malaysia has a good number of celebrated “Women of Substance” in our society
from all walks of life, regardless of race or religion. Their contributions to society is immeasurable
from the economic, social, political & cultural perspective:

Tan Sri Zeti Akhbar Aziz (7th Governor of Malaysia). Her financial genius, calm & firm-looking
character has made strides international waters. One of her widely known award was in 2009, where
she is rated as the World’s Best Bank Chief, among many others.

The Late Yasmin Ahmad – A legend in the Malaysian film industry, very well known to have bridged
cultural & religious differences among Malaysians through film. She  clash of clans hack  is an
inspiration to many – Not limited to Malaysia, and survives in the minds of many until today.

Datin Paduka Marina Mahathir, a human rights activist on women, children and HIV/AIDS. She is
well known for her outspoken character in the topics that she discuss, over the mass print & social
media platforms. Her writings and works have inspired thousands in subjects that she preach.

Let us all celebrate this momentous pixel gun 3d hack time in the present where we recognise
women for their contribution, and fight for those who are denied this right & freedom.

Priory of Sion revitalized officially
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During the first months of the past 2015, it was officially revitalized the Priory of Sion, an ancient
initiatory order, founded in 1099 by Godfrey of Bouillon in Jeusalem.

The  modern  revitalization  was  baptized  “Prieuré  de  Sion  –  Ordre  de  la  Rose-Croix  Véritas
O.D.L.R.C.V.”

The Priory of Sion  the simpsons tapped out hack  today, is an initiatory Order which in addition to
its  original  knowledge  and  traditions,  has  gained  more  recent  influences  from other  esoteric
traditions and obediences.

Only recently, it was considered appropriate to officially actively reorganize and revitalize the Order
in 2015, with intentions similar and different at the same time; in addition to the original reasons,
the disclosure of a certain type of information for the benefit of the Brothers and Sisters of the
Order, and society in general.

The members of the Priory are a mixed representation of society, where there is no distinction of
social class, religion, race or gender.

The link between the members is based on an ideological and spiritual communion that allows
sharing an harmonious collective growth in a spiritual path.

Prieuré de Sion – Ordre de la Rose-Croix Véritas is not a club born for the sole purpose of promoting
and fasten  hungry shark world hack  economic and private interest though this is not prohibited by
its statute, but a place to live spirituality dimension that complements, expands and develops the
individual in a collective context where to belong in a communion with the other Brothers and
Sisters, which amplifies the effectiveness of a personal soul searching through the exchange and the
comparison with the other members and the initiatory path.

The Priory of Sion is very discreet and reserved but is not a secret society; this is an association duly
registered and regulated by the law; each member is duly registered and entered in the register of
the Order without any exception.

Prieuré de Sion – Ordre de la Rose-Croix Véritas is an international initiatory Order, of mystical and
esoterical character of Rosicrucian influence, who sets himself the task of supporting and nurturing
personal growth, moral and spiritual, with respect and in harmony with the personal objectives that
battle camp hack each of us, by nature,has to carry through in life experience.

In February 2016, it  was released the official  website of the Order, published in 3 languages,
English, French and Italian.

The Priory of Sion is actually hungry shark world hack  operative and officially registered.

The Order moviestarplanet hack at its origins was known as “Order of Our Lady of Mount Sion”,
later renamed as “Grand Priory of Sion”.

This revitalization inherits the original knowledge heritage of the original Order; so this is its second
modern  revitalization,  after  Pierre  Plantard’s  attempt  in  1956,  with  the  “Prieuré  de  Sion  –
C.I.R.C.U.I.T.”
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